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• F I,J tallies:" -Previous F-matrix work: !tally during neutron random walks! -Present F-matrix work: !tally only point-to-point, " " " "using fission-bank in master proc (~free)"
• Eliminates excessive communications for parallel! • Provides more consistency, F I,J nonzero only in elements with actual sites! • Analog-like treatment, better for preserving overall balance! 6!
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Fission Matrix -Sparse Structure"
• For a spatial mesh with N regions, F matrix is N x N" -100x100x100 mesh  F is 10 6 x 10 6 , 8 TB memory! -In the past, memory storage was always the major limitation for F matrix!
• Sparse storage for F matrix " -Donʼt store zero elements! -Nearest-neighbor scheme to only store "most" contributions! -In practice, ~ 99.5% of sites is sufficient! -Reduces F matrix storage, 9 GB for 100x100x100 mesh! -For now, matrix bandwidth is determined empirically to preserve physics, could readily be automated for future production! 
